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<style> 

pre { 

  overflow-x: auto; 

} 

pre code { 

  word-wrap: normal; 

  white-space: pre; 

} 

</style> 

 

```{r setup, include=FALSE} 

knitr::opts_chunk$set(echo=TRUE) 

knitr::opts_chunk$set(message=FALSE) 

knitr::opts_chunk$set(cache=TRUE) 

 

ip <- installed.packages() 

tidyverse_installed <- "tidyverse" %in% rownames(ip) 

if (!tidyverse_installed) stop("ERROR: you need to install the tidyverse 

package") 

if (tidyverse_installed){ 

  library(tidyverse) 

  library(readxl) 

} 

gridExtra_installed <- "gridExtra" %in% rownames(ip) 

if (!gridExtra_installed) stop("ERROR: you need to install the gridExtra 

package") 

if (gridExtra_installed){ 

  library(gridExtra) 

} 

``` 

 

# Preliminaries 

## Learning objectives 

1. Get into the mind of ggplot   



  i) plots are objects with layers. There are many different layers you 

can add to a plot...   

  ii) What the heck are "aesthetics"? `aes()`   

2. Some helpful resources for ggplot   

  i) Jodie Burchell has [too much time on her hands](http://t-

redactyl.io/).  The approach to making plots with ggplot is great because 

it highlights their layers.   

  ii) I found some useful tips [here and in linked 

pages](http://www.sthda.com/english/wiki/ggplot2-essentials).   

  iii) [Google](http://www.google.com) (Bet you would not have thought of 

that one!). Whatever question you have, just append "in r" to it and 

something useful will come up.   

 

## Some philosophy 

They seem very proud of the fact that it uses a "grammar of graphics".  I 

think that's what the "gg" stands for.  Ideally, what that means is that 

once you have learned how to make one kind of layer for a plot, you can 

use the same "grammar" for other kinds of layers and plots.  In this 

sense, learning ggplot2 is efficient.  On the other hand, my experience 

is that every kind of layer has quirks that you just need to learn.  Web 

searches are very useful for that.  Very often, when I make a ggplot, I 

have to do a web search so that I can get it the way I want.  In this 

sense, learning ggplot2 is inefficient.  In total, though, you can do 

just about [anything you want](http://t-redactyl.io/blog/2016/12/a-very-

ggplot2-christmas.html). 

 

## Needed packages 

**Please install and load**   

* tidyverse   

* readxl   

* gridExtra   

 

## Looks cool but is confusing 

![This is not a good use of a circle plot](BadQTLplot.jpg) 

 

# Basics 

## Plot are objects 

The function `ggplot` makes objects.  When you print them, they become 

plots. 

```{r example plot} 

play_data <- tibble(subplot=rep(c("A", "B"), each=10), xVals=runif(20), 

yVals=runif(20)) 

p <- ggplot(play_data) + 

  geom_line(mapping=aes(x=xVals, y=yVals)) 

``` 

 

Nothing has happened yet!  I have just put the plot into the variable 

`p`.  Once I print it, it is sent to the output. 

```{r print the plot} 

print(p) 

``` 

 

Just to break this down: 

```{r ggplot components} 



p <- ggplot(play_data) + 

  geom_line(mapping=aes(x=xVals, y=yVals)) 

``` 

The first parameter of the `ggplot` function is the dataset you want to 

plot.  Then I tell ggplot to draw a line through the x and y coordinates 

given in the dataset with `geom_line`.  That is, I "add" a `geom_line` 

"layer" to the plot by using `+`.  The beauty of ggplot is that we can 

add all the layers we want to incorporate different aspects of the data 

into the plot.   

NOTE: `geom_line` plots the points in order of the x values.  If you want 

to plot the points in the order they are given in the dataset, use 

`geom_path`.   

An obvious layer is to pretty up the plot.  We add a `theme` layer to 

`p`.  `theme` is a layer to deal with formatting of the titles, labels, 

and ticks, the legend, and the pane that the figure is in. Try 

`help(theme)`. You will be amazed at what all you can customize.  

```{r make axes legible} 

p <- p +  

  theme(axis.title=element_text(size=16, family="mono"), 

axis.text=element_text(size=16)) 

print(p) 

``` 

 

## Geometries and Aesthetics 

Playing around with this will more make you an expert.  Plots are about 

transforming data into pictures.  You need to "map" how the data will 

affect the picture.  Each ggplot function accomplishes that in its own 

way.  That is, there are different "geometries" whereby to map data to 

pictures.  So far, I have only used `geom_line`, which connects x,y 

coordinates with lines.  The aesthetics `aes` indicate what data goes to 

what aspect of the picture.  Each `geom_` function can "understand" 

different ways of using data as defined by `aes` parameter.  When you get 

help (e.g. `?geom_line`), it will tell you what ways are understood.  For 

`geom_line`, they are: x, y, alpha (transparency of the line), color, 

group (categorical variable to make multiple lines), linetype 

(continuous, dashes, dotted...), and size.  Often, a formatting parameter 

can be guided by data or set to one value for the layer as a whole.  If 

you want it guided by data, you indicate what data in the `aes` statement 

for mapping.  If for the layer as a whole, put it outside the mapping.  

In the plot below, the coordinates are driven by data, the color for the 

plot as a whole.  Note: If you want a mapping to work across multiple 

layers, put the mapping in the primary ggplot statement where you declare 

the dataset to be plotted.   

**QUIZ**: I said the first parameter of ggplot is the dataset you want to 

plot.  But in the statement below assigning a plot to q, I don't give a 

dataset.  Why not? 

```{r aesthetic versus layer} 

q <- filter(play_data, subplot=="B") %>% 

  ggplot() + 

  geom_line(mapping=aes(x=xVals, y=yVals), color="red") + 

  theme(axis.title=element_text(size=20, family="serif"), 

axis.text=element_text(size=20)) 

print(q) 

``` 



 

## Plots side by side 

You can use the gridExtra function grid.arrange *OR* faceting in ggplot2. 

The first two panes below just reproduce side by side the previous two 

plots. The third pane shows what happens when the color of the line is 

mapped from the data (the `subplot` data column) using the `aes` 

function. 

```{r using grid.arrange} 

r <- ggplot(play_data) + 

  geom_line(mapping=aes(x=xVals, y=yVals, color=subplot)) 

grid.arrange(p, q, r, nrow=1, ncol=3) 

``` 

 

Faceting ensures more uniformity of the formatting of the different 

panes, but offers less flexibility. 

```{r using faceting} 

pq <-   ggplot(play_data) + 

  geom_line(mapping=aes(x=xVals, y=yVals)) + 

  theme(axis.title=element_text(size=14, family="sans"), 

axis.text=element_text(size=14)) + 

  facet_wrap("subplot") 

print(pq) 

``` 

 

# Real data examples 

This will use some of the datasets loaded or computed last week 

(`pheno_Bozeman` and `gen_char`).  I don't include the code for loading 

or manipulation here. 

```{r read traits, include=FALSE} 

trait_names <- scan("data/traits.txt", what=character(), nlines=1, 

sep="\t", quiet=T) 

trial_names <- scan("data/traits.txt", what=character(), nlines=1, 

sep="\t", quiet=T, skip=1) 

pasted_names <- paste(trait_names, trial_names, sep="@") 

pasted_names[1] <- "line_name" 

old_readr.num_columns <- options(readr.num_columns=0) # Prevent a long 

message from printing 

phenoByTrial <- read_tsv("data/traits.txt", skip=2, col_names=FALSE) 

options(readr.num_columns=old_readr.num_columns[[1]]) 

colnames(phenoByTrial) <- pasted_names 

gen_char <- read_xls("data/Line_Details.xls") %>% 

  rename(line_name=Name) 

pheno_Bozeman <- gather(phenoByTrial, key="trait_trial", value, -

line_name) %>% 

  separate(col=trait_trial, into=c("trait", "trial"), sep="@") %>% 

  separate(col=trial, into=c("dummy", "year", "location"), sep="_") %>% 

  select(-dummy) %>% 

  filter(location == "Bozeman") %>% 

  select(-location) %>% 

  spread(key=trait, value=value) %>% 

  left_join(select(gen_char, line_name, Program, Hardness, Height, Color, 

Awned)) 

``` 

 



## Point, text, and smooth 

These are `geom_`s that we saw last week.  Here I put the x and y 

aesthetics in the `ggplot` statement because I want them to work for all 

of the `geom_`s.   

As you might guess, `geom_point` is just to make scatterplots.   

`geom_text` adds text to a plot. Here, the text is determined by the 

data, and in particular, by the `Program` column of `prog_means`.  By 

default, the text is centered on the x,y coordinate, but that overlaps 

with the point (ugly!).  So `nudge_x` shifts it over.   

`geom_smooth` fits a function to the x,y points.  With `method="lm"` it's 

a simple linear regression (though polynomial regression is possible, 

e.g. `y ~ poly(x, 2)` for quadratic).  By default `geom_smooth` fits 

loess, which looks really ugly here (try it!).  If you don't want the 

confidence interval bands, set `se=FALSE`. 

```{r group by program} 

prog_means <- group_by(pheno_Bozeman, Program) %>% 

  summarize(mean_leaf=mean(days_to_flag_leaf_senescence), 

mean_head=mean(heading_date)) 

 

ggplot(prog_means, aes(mean_head, mean_leaf)) + 

  geom_point() + 

  geom_text(mapping=aes(label=Program), nudge_x=0.14) + 

  geom_smooth(method="lm", formula = y ~ x) 

``` 

 

## Histograms of both year's data 

Script note: the `alpha` parameter controls how transparent the fill is. 

```{r histogram red blue} 

ggplot(data=pheno_Bozeman, aes(x=heading_date)) + 

  geom_histogram(aes(fill=year), position="identity", binwidth=1, 

alpha=0.4) 

``` 

 

Now, make the histogram with a color-blind friendly palette [that I found 

here](http://www.cookbook-r.com/Graphs/Colors_(ggplot2)/#a-colorblind-

friendly-palette)   

Script notes:   

* other geom_histogram `position` values that are possible are "stack" 

and "dodge".  How would they make the histogram look different?   

* The values in the `year` column are 2012, and 2013.  But the colors are 

"orange" and "green".  Because those do not match up, you have to 

`unname` the color vector.   

* The `legend.position` determines where the *center* of the legend will 

go. Values are between 0 and 1, with (0,0) = bottom left and (1,1) = top 

right   

* `labs` is a layer to name the axes.  See `help(labs)` 

```{r colorblind palette} 

# The palette with black: 

col_blind <- c(black="#000000", orange="#E69F00", sky="#56B4E9", 

green="#009E73", yellow="#F0E442", blue="#0072B2", rust="#D55E00", 

pink="#CC79A7") 

 

# To use for fills, use "scale_fill_manual" 

# To use for line and point colors, use "scale_color_manual" 



 

# Use the automatic color scale 

ggplot(data=pheno_Bozeman, aes(x=heading_date)) + 

  scale_fill_manual(values=unname(col_blind[c("orange", "green")])) + 

  geom_histogram(aes(fill=year), position="identity", binwidth=1, 

alpha=0.4) + 

  labs(x="Heading Date", y="Number of Lines") + 

  theme(axis.title=element_text(size=16)) + 

  theme(legend.position=c(0.85, 0.7), legend.key.size=unit(0.1, "npc")) + 

  theme(legend.text=element_text(size=16), 

legend.title=element_text(size=16)) 

``` 

 

## Density plots 

I don't really like overlapping histograms and prefer density estimates.   

Script note:   

* There are two ways to plot densities. Using `stat_density` gives more 

flexibility on the appearance   

* The `adjust` parameter adjusts the amount of smoothing: higher values 

make it smooth 

```{r density estimates} 

ggplot(data=pheno_Bozeman, aes(x=heading_date)) + 

  scale_color_manual(values=unname(col_blind[c("orange", "green")])) + 

  geom_density(aes(color=year), adjust=1.2) 

ggplot(data=pheno_Bozeman, aes(x=heading_date)) + 

  scale_color_manual(values=unname(col_blind[c("orange", "green")])) + 

  stat_density(aes(color=year), adjust=1.2, geom="line", 

position="identity") 

``` 

 

## Read the genotype data 

Because I want to make a few plots using marker data, I have to read that 

first.  Sorry, the dataset is reasonably big, so it will take a minute. 

Script note: Columns 5 to 11 are empty: they serve a purpose in typical 

.hmp files, but not here.  So I don't print them.   

NOTE: You can get genotype data from T3 encoded as -1, 0, 1 by requesting 

the rrBLUP format. 

```{r read genotypes} 

geno <- read_tsv("data/genotype.hmp.txt") 

print(geno[,-(5:11)]) 

``` 

 

## Convert nucleotides into dosages 

This function will return the dosage of the first (reference) allele 

listed in the "alleles" column of geno.  If you want details about how 

the function works, ask me. 

```{r nucleotide to dosage} 

nuclToDosage <- function(genoRow){ 

  refAllele <- strsplit(as.character(genoRow[2]), split = "/", 

fixed=T)[[1]][1] 

  getScore <- function(scorePair){ 

    fA <- substr(scorePair, 1, 1) 

    if (fA == "N") return(NA) 

    return((fA == refAllele) + (substr(scorePair, 2, 2) == refAllele)) 



  } 

  return(sapply(genoRow[-(1:11)], getScore)) 

} 

dosages <- apply(geno, 1, nuclToDosage) 

colnames(dosages) <- geno$`rs#` 

head(dosages[,1:4]) 

``` 

 

## Mean impute 

Missing data is not allowed so impute to mean for a marker 

```{r mean impute} 

meanImpute <- function(vec){ 

  vec[is.na(vec)] <- mean(vec, na.rm=T) 

  return(vec) 

} 

dosages <- apply(dosages, 2, meanImpute) 

``` 

 

## Population structure 

Perform principal components analysis on centered dosages 

Script Note: the variable nPCs indicates how many principal components 

you want to estimate.  A higher number will lead to longer calculations. 

```{r PCA} 

nPCs <- 3 

pca <- svd(scale(dosages, center=T, scale=F), nu=nPCs, nv=nPCs) 

prin_xyz <- data.frame(pca$u %*% diag(pca$d[1:nPCs])) 

colnames(prin_xyz) <- paste("PC", 1:nPCs, sep="") 

# Variance explained 

varExp <- pca$d[1:nPCs]^2 / sum(pca$d^2) 

varExp <- round(varExp * 100, 1) 

info_label <- paste(colnames(prin_xyz), " (", varExp, "%)", sep="") 

``` 

 

## Plot the principal components 

```{r plot PCA} 

pca_plot <- ggplot(prin_xyz) + 

  geom_point(mapping=aes(PC1, PC2)) + 

  labs(x=info_label[1], y=info_label[2]) 

pca_plot 

``` 

 

## Identify breeding programs 

This PCA plot would be a lot more informative if we could identify which 

breeding programs the lines came from. 

 

```{r prin_xyz to tibble for join} 

prin_xyz_info <- as.tibble(prin_xyz) %>% 

  add_column(line_name=rownames(dosages), .before="PC1") %>% 

  left_join(select(gen_char, line_name, Program, Hardness, Height, Color, 

Awned)) 

``` 

 

```{r PCA plot with color} 

pca_plot <- ggplot(prin_xyz_info) + 



  geom_point(mapping=aes(PC1, PC2, color=Program), size=2) + 

  labs(x=info_label[1], y=info_label[2]) 

pca_plot 

``` 

 

### Exercise Plot with PC1 and PC3 

It looks like PC2 mostly separates CIMMYT from UCD. Visualize PC3 to get 

a sense of what it does. 

 

## Box and violin plots 

I made the data for these plots in a very complicated way:   

1. Took the spring wheat genotype data and read it in to a "Breeding 

Scheme Language" simulation   

2. Simulated 50 additive effect QTL of varying sizes   

3. Made a cross and RIL population between two parents with the biggest 

QTL   

4. Identified a marker by single-marker QTL mapping (the qtl marker)   

5. Identified RILs heterozygous for the qtl marker   

6. Selfed the RILs   

7. Simulated phenotypes of contrasting homozygote progenies   

It's complicated but is in miniture what you folks are doing.   

 

Script notes:   

* I decided to filter out heterozygotes to simplify the plot (coding is -

1, 0, 1)   

* I found the position_dodge() function through Google, but don't 

honestly know why it's needed.  Without it, the box and violin plots are 

not well superposed   

* Without the `fill=qtlMrkScore`, there is just one boxplot per HIF, 

combining all marker genotypes   

```{r box and violin} 

hifBoxData <- readRDS("processed/hifBoxData.rds") 

 

dodge <- position_dodge(width = 0.7) 

 

filter(hifBoxData, qtlMrkScore != 0) %>% 

  ggplot() + 

  geom_boxplot(mapping=aes(x=ordHIF, y=pheno, fill=qtlMrkScore), 

position=dodge, alpha=0.6) + 

  geom_violin(mapping=aes(x=ordHIF, y=pheno, fill=qtlMrkScore), 

alpha=0.4, scale="width", position=dodge) 

``` 

 

### Exercise: Use the color blind friendly palette for the box and violin 

plots. 

 


